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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Some AC response results for solids with recombining space
charge
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Received 8 July 1974
Abstract. A recent small-signal, space-charge calculation of Meaudre and Mesnard is
discussed and related to other work in the field. The Meaudre-Mesnard results are shown
to yield inappropriate high- and low-frequency limiting response. A recombination time
constant appearing in the treatment is also a poor approximation. Finally, an approach
is discussed which avoids these deficiencies.

1. Introduction

Meaudre and Mesnard (1974) (to be abbreviated as MM) have recently given a treatment
of the electrical response of materials containing mobile negative charge which may recombine bimolecularly with fixed ionized centres which are uniformly distributed before
ionization. They further assume that the mobile charges may discharge at the planeparallel electrodes to a degree determined by a discharge parameter E. They then linearize
the pertinent equations and derive approximate solutions for transient and steady state
response (sinusoidal driving voltage). Since for a linearized set of equations which represents a linear system there is no difficulty in principle in passing from a given transient response tosteady state AC response or from given steady state response to transient response
(Macdonald and Brachman 1956), here only steady state AC response need be considered.
There are a few non-obvious defects in the MM results, arising from the various approximations they make, and insufficient comparisons with earlier work. MM emphasize
that, in agreement with many experimental results, their treatment yields two time constants, one associated with recombination and the other with space-charge decay. They
do not mention, however, that two such time constants were found long ago from an
exact solution for the E = 0 situation (Macdonald 1953), nor that their AC results agree
with earlier results of Beaumont and Jacobs (1967) for arbitrary E and zero recombination.
As has been pointed out earlier (Macdonald 1958, 1959, 1974a, b, c), there is a considerable amount of parallelism between the following two situations : (a) charge of one
sign mobile and free to recombine with fixed charge of opposite sign; and (b) charge of
both signs mobile, no recombination, but charge of one sign having a very considerably
different mobility than the other. Then, in case (b), the high mobility charge is associated
with the main space-charge time constant, T I , and the lower mobility charge leads to
another dispersion region which may be described to some degree by the introduction
of a second time constant, T Z , with T Z 4 T I . At radial frequencies appreciably higher
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than 72-1, the system behaves essentially as though the lower mobility charge were immobile. In the region 7 2 - 1 < w < 71-1, the total parallel input capacitance of the
sytem, Cp, reaches a plateau value, CPS, greater than the geometrical capacitance of
the sytem, Cp, but less than its zero-frequency limiting value, CPO.For 0 w ,< 7 2 -1,
CP increases from CPSto CPO.But this is just the behaviour one expects and finds for
case (a) (Macdonald 1953). There, it is recombination which causes the final T Z rise at
low frequencies from CPSto CPO,assuming, as did MM, that T Z > 71.
Because of the above parallelism we can learn a good deal about the behaviour of case
(a) from studies of case (b). Now it turns out that a paper was published on the theory
of case (b)considerably before MM submitted their own work for publication (Macdonald
1973). This treatment was quite general. Although it included no recombination, it involved arbitrary discharge parameters, r p and rn, for positive and negative charge having
arbitrary mobilities and valence numbers. In addition, it included the possible presence
of completely dissociated fixed shallow donors and acceptors. Many frequency response
possibilities inherent in the solution have been discussed separately (Macdonald 1974c,d).
Futher, it may readily be generalized to include bimolecular recombination of the mobile
positive and negative charges. It can then cover case (a) exactly as well. With this background we may now consider the MM results.

<

2. Discussion

MM's steady state sinusoidal response readily leads to the following expression for the
total input admittance per unit electrode area of their uni-univalent system :
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In these expressions E is the dielectric constant of the basic material; U the radial frequency; L the separation between electrodes; M =L/2LDl,W here the one-mobile Debye
lengthLDl G (&T/e2no)1/z;D andp are the diffusion coefficient and mobility of the mobile
negative charges; 120 is the uniform equilibrium value of the negative charge concentration; e the protonic charge; g n
1 (rn/2); r, = ( L I D ; k and p are the generation and
recombination coefficients; and T D I
CgRm1is the dielectric relaxation time.
Now equation (1) leads directly to the equivalent circuit of frequency-independent
elements shown in figure (la). We may now see some of the deficiencies of this circuit.
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First, when w -+ CO,Gp should properly go to Gml, the high-frequency limiting conductance of the system. But actually Gp-f Gpm = Go GI Gz = Gal Gz # Gal. Second,
when o -+ 0, Cp should go to CPO,where CPOz 2/2M1Cg G M2Cg = ~ / ~ L Djust
Z , the
capacitance of two double layers in series (one at each electrode) when charges of both

+ +

+

Figure 1

sign are mobile. This limiting result is necessary because nonzero recombination effectively mobilizes the fixed charge as already mentioned. Here, however, we find CPO=
c
g
c1 c2 = cg(1 -!r (M1gn-~)[1.5 (k/@O)]/[I$- (kipno)] 1*5M12gn-3@OTDl},
quite different in form from 2/2M1Cg even when k//3no< 1. Note that even when k//3no
1 and the third term is negligible, this CPOis approximately (C, 1.5C1),still quite different from 2/2M1Cg, especially when gn$ 1. As we shall shortly see, the plateau value of
Cp, (Cg CI) = Cg[l
Mlgn-21 is nearly correct here, however.
In the exact treatment (Macdonald 1973), a given situation is specified by values of
(rp, rn; rm,r z ;x , M ) , where r m =pn/pp; 7rz zn/zp, the ratio of charge valence numbers,
here unity; x is an extrinsic conduction parameter, zero for intrinsic conduction; M ZE
[ekT/eZ(Zn%o zP2po)]1/2= LD1/2/2 in the preM2 = L/2LD = L/2LDZ; and L D 2
sent Zn = zp = 1 case when the electroneutrality condition Znno = zPpo is used. Here
po is the equilibrium buIk value of the positive charge concentration. The exact solution
leads to the equivalent circuit shown in figure I@), where
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and Rs and Cs are the frequency-dependent series elements appearing in figure I@).
Let us now consider case (b), specified by (0, rn;rm$ 1,l;0,Mz). For this situation with
zn = zp = 1 as well, one finds (Macdonald 1973) that
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as it should, where
Goo2 E (e/L)(pnno

+ PPPO)= (e/L)(no)Ol.n + PPI = Gmi(1 +

(15)
Comparison with equations (5) and (9) shows that GO2 GD and GI E GE since rm-l 4 1
here. Note that discharging negative charges have the higher mobility here, much higher
than that of the completely blocked positive charges.
It further turns out in case (b) (Macdonald 1973, 1974c) that
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and

+

CPOsz C g C ~ ZO MCg = 42MlCg.
(17)
Since MI is usually much greater than unity and Cps is also frequently considerably
greater than C, as well, CPSz MICggn-2. An exact expression for YTin the zero recombination case following from the exact equivalent circuit of figure l(b) is

In most of the plateau region, &(U) Q RE and
identification
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and for the rm B 1 case, RE = gnRoo2 z g n R m l . Thus

2 [(Ml- l)/gn]7D1
(22)
a result essentially inherent even in the very early work (Macdonald 1953, equation 72).
This approximate time constant is close to the slightly less accurate MM value of equation
(7), (hfI/gn)TDl. It arises, to good approximation, only from the motion of the charge of
higher mobility. It should, therefore, be essentially the same in both cases (a) and (b).
The second time constant, 72, arises here primarily from the change from GSto C ~ O
as WT2 becomes smaller than unity. It is really improper, however, to describe the response
in this frequency region by a single Debye-dispersion type of time constant at all! Some
pertinent case (b) results which illustrate this conclusion have already been given (Macdonald 1974~).
In the MM situation of case (a), we can combine previous results (Macdonald 1953,
1974c, Beaumont and Jacobs 1967 ) to yield a good approximation for Ci in the region
where it changes from Cts to Cm Let
71
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= @no)-' EZ &TD1.

(24)
Note that this time constant is simply related to the 7 2 result found by MM. Here er,
which will be much greater than unity in most cases of interest, corresponds exactly to
the E of the very early work (Macdonald 1953). It turns out that for W T I Q 1 and rz =1
Tr
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This result does not include the 71 dispersion region, but does include that from Ct g
G o , where U72 Q 1, to Ca z Cis,where ~ 2 Q
- ~w < 71-1. In the usual case of small
dissociation for solids, k/,3n0 Q 1 and may be neglected. Then equation (25) becomes

This expression clearly does not yield simple Debye dispersion for the transition from
7rz = 1 case, C(o/Cts = 4 2 , a relatively small ratio. The
7 2 dispersion is thus minor in most cases of interest, where M2/gn2 4 1.
Although the basic recombination time constant T r enters into this expression, the series
combination of Ct(w) and [&(w)
RE] cannot be well approximated by the two simple
single-time-constant dispersions of figure l(u). A different approximate representation of
Yg in terms of frequency-independent elements was given, however, in the rn = 0 case
(Macdonald 1953).It involvedCas in parallelwiththeseriescombination of ( G o - C ~ Sand
)
a recombination resistance, itself well approximated by Tr/M1cg=(&/kfl)Rwl. This resistance differs substantially from the 3 2 E G2-1 which follows from equation (10). In this
quite approximate treatment there are indeed two simple time constants.
It is clear from the above results that the MM treatment leads to incorrect CPOand
GpW;to approximate but usually adequate expressions for CPSand 71; and to inaccurate
frequency response in the transition region from the plateau to the low-frequency-limiting
region. These deficiencies correspond to similar ones in the MM transient response. In
future work, it is hoped to give exact results for the frequency response of a general system involving both recombination and arbitrary mobilities simultaneously,

Cis to Cto. Note that in this
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